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ABSTRACT 
A subset S of a complex projective space is F-regular provided each two points of S have the same 
non zero distance and each subset of three points of S has the same shape invariant. An important 
problem in the distance geometry of a complex projective space CP’- ’ is the study of its F-regular 
subsets, and the determination of the largest integer n(r) such that CP’-’ contains an F-regular 
subset of n(r) points. In this paper, it is established that r + 1 5 n(r) 5 2r for any r and n(2k) = 2k+ ’
for any integer k. In particular, we get that the maximum number of equi-isoclinic planes in the 
Euclidean space R*“” with the parameter &, is equal to 2k + I. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
We describe points in the complex projective space as one-dimensional sub- 
spaces of the vector space Cr. For x E C’ \ (0) let [x] = C . x denote the corre- 
sponding point in CP’- ’ and let <, > denote the Hermitean product 
< X,y > := CXiyi. 
i=l 
/] ]] denotes the norm. The metric d on CP’- ’ is defined by 
41x1, IA) := arccos J#. 
It is well known that 4 : Cl”- ’ -+ Cl’-’ is an isometry if and only if there 
exists a matrix U E U, such that 4( [xl) = [ Ux] for all x E C’ or 4( [xl) = [E] for 
all x E C’.(U, is the r-dimensional unitary group). 
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Let Ik denote the k x k-unit matrix. 
Definition. Two n?-tuples ([xi], . . , [xn,]) and (Iv,], . . . , b,,J) of points in 
CP’-’ are called congruent if there exists an isometry 4 of CP’-’ such that 
hl = 444). 
An m-tuple ([pi], . . , [x,,,]) is called non-degenerate if 0 < d( [xi], [xi]) < f , for 
all i # j. 
In [I] it has been shown that a non-degenerate triangle ([xl, Iv], [z]) in CP’- ’ 
is determined up to congruence by its side lengths and its shape invariant 
T:=Re <x,Y ><y,z ><z,x> 
I <x,y><y,z><z,x> IT 
where J(xJ] = J(yII = ((zI/ = 1. 
In [2] the authors establish a canonical bijection between the set of direct 
congruence classes of n-tuples of points in CP’- ’ and the set of equivalence 
classes of positive semidefinite Hermitean n x n-matrices of rank at most r with 
l’s on the diagonal. A direct congruence is an isometry which is induced by a 
linear mapping. 
Using [2] the author investigates, in [3], n-tuples in which all the triangles are 
congruent and equilateral. To avoid confusion with the notion of regularity in 
Euclidean spaces, such n-tuples are called F-regular, the abbreviation of Faces- 
regular, since it has been shown in [3, 41 that there exists in CP3 F-regular 
quadruples which are not regular, that is their symmetric group is not iso- 
morphic to S,. For more details refer to [3,4]. 
In [3,4], it turns out that II x n-Hermitean matrices A with elements app = 1, 
a,,=&,,ia,Epy=‘F1forp#q,p,q=l ,..., n, and 0 < a < 1, are associated to 
F-regular n-tuples with zero shape invariant. It follows that the number of 
congruence classes of F-regular n-tuples with zero shape invariant increases 
rapidly with n. This leads to the following problem. 
1.1. Problem 
For all positive integers r, find the integers n such that in CP’- ’ there 
exists an F-regular n-tuple with zero shape invariant. What is the dis- 
tance of such n-tuples? For any given r, what is the maximum, n(r) say, 
ofn? 
In this paper, it is shown that for any integer r, r + 1 < n(r) < 2r. 
Problem 1.1 was solved in [3, 41 for r = 2 and r = 3 ; n(2) = n(3) = 4. In the 
present paper the solution for 
(1) r = 2” fi(p:l + l), pp + 1 = 0 (mod 4), 
i= 1 
p; primes, pi # 2, s,t, h; non-negative integers, is given. 
It turns out that, for any integer r defined by (1) n(r) = 2r. In particular, for 
any integer k, n(2k) = 2 k+ ’ Therefore for any integer k 2 1, CP2k-’ contains an . 
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F-regular 2k + l 
X(2”+’ 
-tuple with zero shape invariant and distance arccos h. Let 
, A) denote such a subset. 
The mutual position of any two n-dimensional subspaces of R’ is determined 
by their n angles. Two n-subspaces are isoclinic whenever all angles are equal. 
Thus the 2k + 1 points of C can be considered as 2k+1 real planes in R2Lf’ z C*‘, 
which are pairwise isoclinic with the same angle A, cos*d = &. On the 
other hand, P.W.H. Lemmens and J.J. Seidel pose the problem of finding the 
maximum number v,,(n,r) of equi-isoclinic n-subspaces in R’ with the pa- 
rameter X, that is, of pairwise isoclinic n-subspaces with the same angle @, 
cos’d = X ([7]). In particular, they prove 
(2) (n - Xr)vx(n, Y) < v( 1 - X). 
Here n and Y have a different meaning than elsewhere in this paper. Using this 
inequality and the maximal point set C we prove : for any integer k 2 1, 
‘V I (2,2k+‘) = 2k+‘. 
p-l-1 
It turns out that the solution to our geometric problem is linked to the existence 
of some skew-symmetric (= skew) matrices, whose eigenvalue with the largest 
imaginary part has a given multiplicity. 
The results of this paper are in the spirit of Lemmens, van Lint and Seidel’s 
papers on equilateral point sets in real projective spaces or equiangular lines in 
R’ ([8, 91). Recently, Hoggar gives, in [5], an explicit set of 64 lines in CR which 
are equiangular, but they do not lead to an F-regular subset in CP’. 
2. REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
For an F-regular subset with zero shape invariant of n points [xi], . . , [x,] 
which span a space CP’- ‘, with JJxi]( = 1 for all i = 1, . , n, the Gram matrix, 
built up with the Hermitean products of the elements XI,. . . ,x,, is a positive 
semidefinite Hermitean n x n-matrix of rank r and with l’s on the diagonal. 
In order to investigate F-regular n-tuples with zero shape invariant in CP’- ’ 
we ask for Hermitean matrices A with elements app = 1, a,, = &,,$a, q,y = ~1 
for p # q, p, q = 1,. ,n, 0 < a < 1, that are positive semidefinite with rank Y, 
i.e. that have the smallest eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity n - Y. In other words, 
we ask for matrices B = 6 (A - I,,) whose eigenvalue with the largest imaginary 
part has multiplicity II - r. Any such matrix B with eigenvalue X0 which has the 
largest imaginary part leads to an F-regular n-tuple in CP’- ’ with zero shape 
invariant and distance 6 = arccos k. 
Skew-conference matrices 
B-matrices of order n = 2r that have only two distinct eigenvalues with equal 
multiplicities are called skew-conference matrices and denoted by C-matrices. 
Equivalently the C-matrix satisfies C = -CT, CCT = (n - l)Zn, and all entries 
of C are in { - 1, 0, 1). The eigenvalues of C are iv’= and -id=. 
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With the present definition, a C-matrix of order 2 exists. On the other hand it 
is well known that if C is a C-matrix of order n then the 2n x 2n-matrix (block- 
matrix) 
( 
C c - I, 
C+I, -c > 
is a C-matrix of order 2n. This leads to a nice construction of C-matrices of 
order r, Y powers of 2. For C-matrices of order, other values of r than powers of 
2 refer to [ll]. Such matrices C appear in the literature at various places. A 
necessary condition for the existence of a C-matrix of order n, n > 1, is that 
n = 2 or n = 0 (mod 4). Indeed, the matrix H = C + Z,, is an Hadamard matrix, 
that is, all entries of H are in { - 1, 1) and HHT = nl,. Hadamard matrices have 
been considered in [6, 9, 10, 111. It is well known that for n > 4 there exists an 
Hadamard matrix of order n only if n E 0 (mod 4) ([lo]). Yet it is not known 
whether for all n congruent to zero modulo four there exists an Hadamard 
matrix. However, the only C-matrices that have been constructed so far are 
skew-matrices of order r, r defined by (1) ([6, 111). 
3. RESULTS ON n(r) 
Theorem 1. For any integer r, r 2 2, the space CP’-’ contains an F-regular 
(r + l)-tuple with zero shape invariant and distance arccos(tan fi). 
Proof. For any integer r, the characteristic polynomial c(X) of the skew-matrix 
B of order r + 1 with elements bii = 0, bq = 1 for all i < j, is equal to 
(3) c(X) = (X - l)r+ I + b(X): 
where b(X)=(X-1)‘+(X-l)‘~‘(X+1)+...+(~-l)’~p(~+1)p+...+ 
(X + 1)‘. 
On the other hand we have, 
(X + l)‘+’ - (X - l)‘+’ = 2b(X). 
If X is an eigenvalue of B then c(A) = 0. Therefore, 
(4) (A+l)‘+‘+(X-l)‘+‘=o. 
Thus s is a complex root of -1 of degree r + 1. The solutions of (4) are 
xk = i x cotan=, with k = 0, . . , r. In particular, the eigenvalue X0 has the 
largest imaginary part and multiplicity 1. Thus the Gram matrix which corre- 
sponds to the matrix B is of rank r and leads to an F-regular (r + I)-tuple in 
CP’- ‘, with zero shape invariant and distance arccos(tan &). Cl 
Corollary 1. For any integer r, n(r) > r + 1. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 1 and the definition of n(r). 0 
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Proposition 1. Let B be a B-matrix of order n 2 4 whose eigenvalue with the lar- 
gest imaginary part X0 = ip, has multiplicity n - r and whose other eigenvalues 
are XI,. . . , A,. Then 
O<poI J r(n - 1) n-r 1 
equality holding, if and only if Xl = . . . = Ap 
Proof. If A, = ipp for all p = 1, . . . , r then from the equations 
PI +... + p,. = Tr(B) - (n - r)po = -(n - r)po 
pf + . . . + pz = -Tr(B2) - (n - r)& = n(n - 1) - (n - r)&, 
and the convexity of the square function we get 
(n - r)‘& 5 rn(n - 1) - r(n - r)&, 
from which the upper bound follows. The eigenvalue X0 = ipo of the B-matrix 
corresponds to the eigenvalue 0 of the matrix A, thus 1 + ai& = 1 - aho = 0, 
from which follows ~0 > 0. Cl 
Theorem 2. n(r) 2 2r. 
Proof. In the set XI,. , A, are contained n - r eigenvalues which are equal to 
the complex conjugate of X0, thus n - r < r and this proves the assertion. 0 
Theorem 3. n(r) = 2r ifand only ifthere exists a skew-conference matrix of order 
2r. 
Proof. If n(r) = 2r then the B-matrix of order 2r, of our Proposition 1, has two 
distinct eigenvalues X0, and & with equal multiplicities. Then it’s a skew-con- 
ference matrix of order 2r. Conversely, if there exists a skew-conference matrix 
of order 2r, then n(r) 2 2r. By Theorem 2, we have n(r) < 2r. Therefore 
n(r) = 2r. 0 
Corollary 2. If r satisjies (1), then n(r) = 2r. 
Proof. If r satisfies (1) then there exists a skew-conference matrix of order r and 
thus a skew-conference matrix of order 2r, and the corollary follows im- 
mediately from Theorem 3. •i 
Using Lemmens and Seidel’s inequality (2) with X = A, n = 2, and replacing 
r by 2r, for any integer r, we get an upper bound of 2, 1 (2,2r), which is 2r. On 
the other hand, if r satisfies (1) then the 2r vertices2bT\he maximal F-regular 
subset with zero shape invariant and distance arccos-& produce the upper 
bound. This proves the following. 
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Corollary 3. For any integer r defined by (I), 
7j2rt1 (2,2r) = 2r. 
For instance, for any integer k, k > 1,~ I (2.2k+‘) = 2k+‘. It is well known 
that ~4 (2,4) = 4 ([7]). The other cases l:e’nlw in comparison with [7]. 
6 does not satisfy (l), however there are 12 planes in R’* which are equi- 
isoclinic with the parameter A. In fact, there exists a skew-conference matrix 
of order 12 (12 * 11 + 1) and hence n(6) = 12, and ‘u 1 (2,12) = 12. Thus in 
TT 
order to give more examples, we look for all multiples of 4 until 100, which 
satisfy (l), we arrive to the following proposition. 
Proposition 2. IJ’r is even, r < 50, we muy construct the maximal F-regular subset 
of 2r points, with zero shupe invariant and distance arccos- +S and thus 2r 
realplanes in R2’ which are equi-isoclinic with the parameter 2r-I, except possibly 
in the cases r = 18,26,38,46,50. 
The different cases are shown in the Table. When more than one solution exists 
one only is given in each case. 
Table 
2r=4=2*, 2r=8=2”, 2r=12=11+1, 2r=16=24, 2r=20=19+1, 
2r = 24 = 2( 11 + l), 2r = 28 = 3” + 1, 2r = 32 = 25, 2r = 40 = 2( 19 + l), 
2r = 44 = 43 + 1, 2r = 48 = 2’(11 + l), 2r = 56 = 2(3’ + l), 2r = 60 = 59 + 1, 
2r = 64 = 26, 2r=68=67+1, 2r=72=71+1, 2r=80=22(19+1), 
2r=84=83+1,2r=88=2(43+1),2r=96=23(11+1). 
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